吉隆坡迦寧佛教會
Persatuan Dharma Ka-Nying Ling Kuala Lumpur
No. 8 & 10 , Jalan Union 3, off Jalan Sentul, 511000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 4043 3690 Fax: +603 9057 0381

KNLDSKL Programme of Nov 2007 for H.H. Phakchok Rinpoche
Date

Time

11-Nov-07
Sunday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Event

Empowerment : Eighty-four Mahasiddhas
ៀഥȈȮӟ࡙ΤΪѲσԙ൷ޱȯ

This is a magnificent empowerment of Eighty-Four Indian Mahasiddhas; four of them are female. Some of their
teachings had been flourished in Tibet, among the famous are Tilopa/Narapo of Kagyudpa and Virupa of Skaypa.
This empowerment showers magnificent blessings to Dzogchen and Mahamudra practitioners and fulfils one's wishes
and brings longevity.

12-Nov-07
Monday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Empowerment : Vajrasattva
ៀഥȈȮߜতᙡ⏁ȯ

Vajrasattva empowerment and practice are effective in purifying bad karma, obstacles, illnesses and broken samaya;
besides, it also mends empowerments that you've previously received to retain the blessings. All Vajrayana practices
engage Vajrasattva practice for purification purpose, that's why Rinpoche has repeated again the Vajrasattva
empowerment for you.

13-Nov-07
Tuesday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Empowerment : White Prajnaparamitta
ៀഥȈȮҩૡषգҔȯ

White Prajnaparamita Goddess is Mother to Buddha of the Three-Time. This empowerment protects one's mind from
distraction from Dharma, and realizes the emptiness according to 'Heart Sutra'. In brief, it turns ones from samsara to
enlightenment.

14-Nov-07
Wednesday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Puja : Guru Dewa Chenpo
ོݲȓȮσዅΰৱȯ

Ten special statues of Guru Dewa Chenpo will be blessed during the puja. These statues have been blessed with four
thousand relics from Lord Buddha, Five-hundred Arhats, Bodhisattvas and two 3,000 year-old Wish-fulfilling Stupas.
And, among the Bodhisattvas, Manjushri grants us the wisdom, Avaloketeshvara the compassion, Maitreya the loving
kindness and Vajrapani the power. Besides, Rinpoche's grandfather, Kyabje Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche had also blessed
the statue. In brief, the statues carry the blessings of four lineages. It is undoubtedly that through connection with the
statue one receives blissfulness and happiness, which are considered important in this world.
Benefactor who sponsors RM8,000 and above to Rinpoche’s project will receive a Guru Dewa Chenpo statue ,
from Rinpoche, as gift of appreciation.

RM8000
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Date

Time

Event

ུ
15-Nov-07
Thursday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Vajra Kilaya Puja
 ; ོݲȮලБߜতȯ

Rinpoche is bringing along a limited number of Phurba which are unique to Chokgyur Lingpa tradition.
This unique Phurba is made from amalgam of five metals, it includes the metal of lightning and meteorites; the
amalgam and dimension are strictly adhered to the Tantra of Vajrakilaya. Apart from the five metals, its ingredients
also include relics from Buddha and Mahasiddhas. The detail of ingredients will be disclosed later by Rinpoche.
The Phurba will remove the bearer's outer, inner and secret obstacles, and fulfil one's wishes.
Benefactor who contributes RM5,000 on Rinpoche's project will receive this unique Phurba from Rinpoche as a gift.

RM5000

16-Nov-07
Friday
17-Nov-07
Saturday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm
8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Wealth Vases Re-consecration Puja

Ȯડ౭၄ᚓഽ՞ོݲȯ

At this puja, all major wealth deities are invoked to reconsecrate 'Wealth Vases' through cleansing and blessing. As a
result, your wealth vases are re-consecrated with abundance blessing and free of obstacles.

You’re welcome to place your Wealth Vases in the mandala during this two-day puja for blessings.
רঈ᠍ߔձϏ٘ԤϞડ౭ညθᏫ࠲ϛሴڧёࡻ。

18-Nov-07
Sunday

6.30 pm 9.00 pm

Vajra Kilaya Enriching Fire Puja
Participants are encouraged to dress in yellow for attending the Fire Puja.

ȮලБߜতቨઉЬټȯ
הఖܚԤᇄོޱ٘༁ՓюৰԪԩЬټȄ

19-Nov-07
Monday

8.00 pm 10.45 pm

Empowerment : Marichi
ៀഥȈȮኞցЛգҔȯ

For further information, please contact:
Mr. John Yuen
012-3259938
Ms Sophie Ng
016-3751343,
Mr PC Chia
012-3271239
Mr MK Boh
019-2700124.
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